Howard City Monthly Fire Report
April 2019

Winfield twp.  1 Run
Reynolds Twp.  14  Runs
Pierson Twp.  6 Runs
Village of Howard City  2 Runs

Fire Run # 26   4-2-19
Reynolds Twp.
9581 Foxtail on a CO Alarm

Fire Run # 27   4-2-19
Reynolds Twp
Landing Zone

Fire Run #28   4-3-19
Reynolds Twp.
Grass Fire at Henkel and Yankee

Fire Run # 29   4-4-19
Pierson
18190 Kendaville on a grass fire

Fire Run # 30   4-5-19
Pierson Twp.
MM 116 on a car fire

Fire Run # 31   4-7-19
Village of Howard City
1040 Hazel on a grass Fire

Fire Run # 32   4-7-19
Pierson Twp.
205526 Kendaville Rd on a Grass fire

Fire Run # 33   4-8-19
Pierson Twp.
4709 White Rd on a CO alarm

Fire Run # 34  4-9-19
Reynolds Twp.
23028 Cutler Rd on a Grass Fire

Fire Run # 35  4-15-19
Reynolds Twp.
MM 120 on a Landing Zone

Fire Run # 36  4-18-19
Reynolds Twp.
Federal Rd north of Yankee on a PI Accident

Fire Run # 37  4-19-19
Reynolds Twp.
Federal and Yankee on a grass fire

Fire Run # 39  4-19-19
Reynolds Twp.
8787 Garbow Rd. on a burning complaint

Fire Run # 40  4-20-19
Reynolds Twp.
6390 Amy School rd. on a vehicle Fire

Fire Run # 41  4-20-19
Winfield Twp
8102 Indian Shores on a Grass Fire

Fire Run # 42  4-22-19
Village of Howard City
736 Larch on a grass fire

Fire Run # 43  4-22-19
Pierson Twp
Reed Road and Coral Road on a grass fire
Fire Run # 44  4-23-19
Reynolds Twp.
21094 Gates on a Structure Fire

Fire Run # 454-24-19
Reynolds Twp.
21174 White Cloud Dr on a grass fire

Fire Run # 46  4-26-19
Reynolds Twp.
9331 Amy School Rd on a vehicle fire

Fire Run # 47  4-26-19
Reynolds Twp.
8787 Garbow on a grass fire

Fire Run # 48  4-30-19
Pierson Twp.
4010 Henkel Rd on a unknown fire

Fire Run # 49  4-30-19
Reynolds Twp.
US 131 at MM 122 on a vehicle fire

Six Burning Permits
Chief Heckman